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RARE AND HARD-TO-FIND COLLECTION 

Davidoff: Oro Blanco Toro in Coffin    $1700 
Strength: 3.5   6 ½ x 54 Wrapper: Dominican 

Oro Blanco is the most exceptional cigars Davidoff has ever created. Oro Blan-
co consists of the rarest tobacco, harvested in 2000-2001 in one of the richest 
soils in all the Dominican Republic, where the Mao, Gurabo and the Yaque Del 
Norte rivers weave their way through the Mao zone. After having aged for more 
than 12 years the cigars are rolled only by Davidoff ’s most skilled rollers with 
over 15 years’ experience. Once the cigar is rolled there is an additional year of 
aging, at which each cigar is reviewed and approved. 

Cohiba: Spectre 2023 Release     $1000 
Strength: 4.5   6 ½ x 52 Wrapper: Brazil 2008 Vintage 

Cohiba Spectre 2023 cigars are the result of countless hours of care and 
dedication by master blenders with a genuine affection for the art of a great 
smoke. Cohiba went beyond the pale for this special edition cigar, taking every 
opportunity to find more and more flavor. While the Cohiba Spectre 2023 was 
scheduled for a 2022 release, delays have meant smokers have had to wait for 
late spring. Utilizing some of the richest Nicaraguan, Honduran, and Domini-
can tobacco ever blended, capped with a flawless Pelo de Oro binder from the 
Connecticut River Valley, and for the first time in Cohiba history, its blend is 
encapsulated by a radiant 2008 vintage Brazilian leaf for its wrapper. Only 100 
boxes of this cigar will be produced, with ten cigars in each. 

Cohiba: Spectre 2021 Release     $650 
Strength: 4.5   6 ½ x 52 Wrapper: Ecuadoran Habano 

It’s a 6 1/2 x 52 toro extra size that uses an Ecuadorian habano wrapper that 
the company says went through “a secondary fermentation process lasting six 
months” over a Connecticut broadleaf binder. For the fillers, Cohiba is relying 
on a combination of the more labor-intensive tasks it uses in other cigars. There 
are Dominican piloto cubano tobaccos from the 2014 harvest that are aged 
in tercios, a way of wrapping a large number of tobaccos in royal palm leaves, 
almost like a large present. In addition, Cohiba is using tobaccos from Jalapa, 
Nicaragua that were harvested in 2017 and then aged in Spanish sherry barrels.  
This is the third release for the Cohiba Spectre and like the previous two edi-
tions; every cigar is created by the same pair: Ruben Dario Perez Peña bunches 
every cigar, while Xirolma Céspedes rolls every cigar. 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 



Opus X: Shark #77       $155 
Strength: 4.5   5 ½ x 52 Wrapper: Dominican 

This most sought-after production cigar is the flagship of the Arturo Fuente 
Family of cigars.  Made from 100% Dominican tobacco, even the Wrapper 
comes from the private farms of Chateau de la Fuente.  Only the most skilled 
torcedores (Master Roller) are invited to wrap this full bodied and rich stogie.  
Oily to the touch, Carlito Fuente spent 10 years searching for this blend.  In 
1998 and 1999, production was scaled back to protect the image and quality. 

RARE AND HARD-TO-FIND COLLECTION 

Partagas 160 Series: Robusto Major Vintage 1977   $300 
Strength: 3.5   5 x 52   Wrapper: Cameroon 

When Ramon Cifuentes wanted to commemorate the 150th anniversary 
in 1995 of the founding of Partagas in Cuba in 1845, he used the only bail of 
Cameroon wrapper to remain from the vintage crop of 1977, found in a barn 
in France.  This incredible cigar is now 46 years old and very few remain.  Only 
10,000 boxes were made, each one numbered and autographed by the roller. 
This box was made in 2005 for the 160th anniversary using the same tobaccos 
as the original 1995 issue. 

1988 Macanudo Vintage Collection:  #2 Lonsdale $350 
Strength: 2.5   6 x 42   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

The vintage selection from this, the most recognizable cigar brand in the U.S., 
has only been produced in four different years, 1979, 1984, 1988, and 1993.  The 
natural and painstakingly slow aging process lasts a full 4 years and has a dis-
tinctive silky feel to the wrapper.  This cigar is 35 years old from production and 
an additional 4 years of age make this cigar 41 years old. 

El Septimo: Mirifico Sapphire Toro    $190 
Strength: 4   6 ¾ x 58 Wrapper: Costa Rica 

“The greater length prolongs the joy” is our motto on repeat when smoking the 
Mirifico Sapphire! This full body cigar offers a complex blend, with a softened 
aroma and strength, delivering a creamy smoke. The cigar’s cold aroma is 
of earth and leather, with just the slightest touch of dried fruit. The Mirifico 
produces copious amounts of thick and layered smoke while coating the mouth 
with sweet flavors of marzipan and vanilla. 



SEASONAL AND LIMITED EDITION 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Fuente Fuente Opus X: Oro Oscuro    $175 
Strength: 5.0    Size varies Wrapper: Dominican   

Rosado Maduro 

This is a powerful, full-bodied super-premium made of smooth 100% es-
tate-grown tobacco. This dark chocolatey Maduro version of the first-ever 
Dominican puro will certainly delight your palate. The Arturo Fuente Opus X 
Rosado Oro Oscuro is handcrafted at the renowned Tabacalera Fuente in the 
Dominican Republic. Born from Chateau de la Fuente’s magic soils comes an-
other enchanting taste profile by the most sought-after premium cigar brand in 
the world, the prestigious Fuente Fuente OpusX. In fact, here the Fuente family 
cultivates glorious wrapper tobacco that has become the foundation for the re-
nowned Fuente Fuente OpusX. Moreover, the specially selected Fuente Fuente 
Opus X Rosado Oro Oscuro wrapper has been pampered to be extra-aged and 
fermented, giving the cigar a robust, balanced, and dark finish. Without a doubt, 
many consider these ultra-premium cigars the pinnacle of cigar perfection and 
the standard to measure all cigars. 

Padron: 50th Anniversary Limited Edition    $155 
Strength: 3.5 NATURAL 6½ x 52 Wrapper: Vintage 2014 
Strength: 4.5+ MADURO Nicaraguan 

This limited production and registered humidor released in 2014 commemo-
rates the celebration of our 50th Anniversary with an offering of 1,000 chests, 
each containing 50 sequentially numbered cigars.  The initial release offered red 
sequential cigar serial numbers corresponding to each humidor number. Subse-
quent releases are available as a registered humidor refill only, are black in color 
and not sequential.  The unique blend is full-bodied, complex, but balanced, 
created exclusively to celebrate our 50th Anniversary. Aged a minimum of ten 
years, the 50th Anniversary cigar is available in a sun-grown natural or maduro 
wrapper. 



Julius Caesar: Limited Edition 2020 The Shark Coffin $235 
Strength: 4.5   6 x 52   Wrapper: Ecuadoran 

The Julius Caeser Shark begins with some nuttiness, bread, an underlying 
sweetness and some dijon mustard.  There are varying levels of saltiness on the 
finish, which add some depth and accents to the other flavors. At the most basic 
level, the flavor profile is earthy and toasty, but retrohales can deliver apples, 
cedar, creaminess, and a bit of a watered-down Sprite flavor. The finish returns 
to the initial mouth flavors, mainly earthy with milder flavors of earthiness and 
white pepper. Intensity-wise, flavor is medium-full, body is full, and strength is 
medium.   The ash could probably hold on for half the cigar!  Speaking of Shark 
traits, you will find the draw to be slightly open compared to a typical cigar, 
though a bit tighter than what is normally find for the vitola. 

Macanudo: Flint Knoll Estate Reserve:    $90 
Limited Edition Toro   
Strength: 2.5   6 x 50   Wrapper: Ecuadorian Shade 

Embracing the relationship between wine and cigars, General Cigar Co. part-
nered with Flint Knoll, a small winery in Napa, Calif., to create a new Macanu-
do line that featured a Connecticut broadleaf binder leaf aged in French oak 
barrels that once contained the winery’s single vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon. 
It is called the Macanudo Estate Reserve Flint Knoll, and along with that binder, 
features an Ecuadorian Connecticut shade wrapper, and a filler that includes 
Brazilian mata fina, Dominican piloto cubano, Dominican olor, and tobacco 
from Nicaragua’s Jalapa region. 

Macanudo: Vintage 2013 Maduro Toro    $85 
Strength: 3.5   6 x 52   Wrapper: Connecticut   

Broadleaf 

Macanudo Vintage Maduro 2013 commemorates the exceptional growing 
season of a decade ago. This sophisticated cigar’s hearty Honduran binder and 
refined filler blend are capped off by a truly exquisite Broadleaf wrapper, grown 
during one of Connecticut’s hottest summers on record. The hot, humid days 
and warm nights produced a thick, oily leaf that lends this cigar its supremely 
rich, yet fully balanced flavor. 

SEASONAL MENU 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 



SEASONAL AND LIMITED EDITION 

Padron: #96 Limited Reserve     $145 
Strength: 4   6½ x 52   Wrapper: Vintage 2012 

Nicaraguan 

Once exclusive to Padrón’s, this exceptional, individually hand-crafted series 
signifies special family anniversary dates. Offering five highly- rated selections, 
the No. 96, is beautifully packaged in ten count boxes. Only issued once at the 
2022 National trade show, this is a once in a lifetime cigar. 
Available in maduro wrapper, the tobacco is aged ten years, then blended to 
create an exceptionally smooth, complex, balanced, and full-bodied flavor.  For 
your protection, a double band with an individually numbered guaranteed label 
is applied to every cigar to safeguard against counterfeiting. 

Camacho Liberty: 2020-2021 Coffin Box    $100 
Strength: 4.5   6 x 60 Box Pressed Wrapper: Ecuadoran   

Habano 

Camacho’s Liberty Series cigar celebrates the founding of the United States 
and welcomes its 18th release in the 2020 version. Offered in a singular vitola, 
the Liberty Series 2020 cigar is a box-pressed 6” x 60 Gordo and showcases an 
Ecuadorian Habano wrapper around a Honduras-grown Corojo binder and 
Corojo fillers from Honduras and the Dominican Republic. All the tobacco 
comes from the same farm and are of four different priming’s, aged four years 
and offering a profile marked by cedar, nuts, and complementary sweetness. A 
limited-edition release, only 2,550 boxes of Camacho’s Liberty Series 2020 has 
been released. 

Davidoff: Royal Release Salomones    $475 
Strength: 4.0   8 ½ x 57   Wrapper: Ecuador   

Habano 

A moment spent savoring a Royal Release Salomones from Davidoff is unlike 
any other. You realize in an instant that this is the cigar of a very privileged 
upbringing. From seed to cigar, every ingredient has been singled out for special 
treatment. First selection. Then affection. Then perfection. The perfect blend. 
Chosen by a process of painstaking refinement and selection which leaves no 
room for merely “very good”. Crafted by 8 of our finest rollers, each with at least 
15 years of experience, who rolled jointly over 7 million cigars. To inherit the 
title of Davidoff Royal Release cigar, the journey of this cigar takes 10 years. A 
true masterpiece of a cigar with only the finest tobaccos. 



Arturo Fuente Don Carlos: “The Eye of the Shark” $98 
Strength: 3.5   5 ¼ x 52 Wrapper: Unknown 

The wrapper on the Don Carlos “The Man” series” is bright and relatively 
consistent, a far cry from the typical appearance of a regular Don Carlos. It’s 
actually a far cry from most cigars, one of the prettier appearances you’ll ever 
find on a cigar. Aroma off the wrapper has raisins on top of nuttiness and mild 
barnyard, right around medium-full. The foot is dominated by cedar, almost 
as if the cigar is wrapped in a cedar sleeve, with some more of the raisin flavor. 
Cold draws vary between just chocolate to others that remind me of staining 
wood. In addition, there’s orange peel and acidic coffee. 

SEASONAL AND LIMITED EDITION 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Arturo Fuente: Anejo #60      $125 
Strength: 4   6 1/8 x 48 Wrapper: Anejo Maduro 

Dominican Republic 

Released only during Christmas and Father’s Day, the Añejo uses a blend similar 
to the Fuente Fuente Opus X cigar but sports a five-year-old Connecticut 
broadleaf wrapper that has been aged in cognac barrels. This simple act of 
changing the wrapper creates an entirely different tasting cigar. Arturo Fuente 
Anejos are essentially the Maduro-wrapped equivalent of the famous Opus X 
blend. 

Davidoff: Royal Release Robusto     $385 
Strength: 3.0   5 ½ x 50 Wrapper: Ecuador Habano 

To inherit the title of Davidoff Royal Release, the journey from seed to cigar 
takes 10 years. Harvested separately from other crops and cured in the Royal 
Barn. Our Headmaster Blender ensures that color, texture, aromas, and later 
burn, are all monitored to ensure the standards demanded of a Royal are met. 
The Aromatica Dominicana wrapper has been chosen especially for its extraor-
dinary beauty and shine. A wrapper specially reserved for our Royal Release line 
only and won’t appear on any other Davidoff Cigar. The cigar delights the palate 
from the first puff with elegantly smooth flavors of oak wood, leather, and 
fresh spices, along with notes of sweet corn and milk chocolate with a creamy 
aftertaste. 





Davidoff: Special R Tube      $90 
Strength: 2.5   5 x 50   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

This storied cigar factory only produces this cigar, its signature.  The finest 
Connecticut shade wrappers are combined with the choicest Dominican Cibao 
Valley tobaccos to create this great smoke. 

MILD SELECTIONS 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Davidoff: Signature 2000      $75 
Strength: 2.5   5 x 43   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

This storied cigar factory only produces this cigar, its signature.  The finest 
Connecticut shade wrappers are combined with the choicest Dominican Cibao 
Valley tobaccos to create this great smoke. 

Davidoff: Signature 6000      $90 
Strength: 2.5   5 x 48   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

Davidoff Signature 6000 reveals clean, balanced flavors of wood, earth, with 
fresh floral scents and a creamy aftertaste. Davidoff Signature cigars with their 
notes of coffee are exceptionally paired with an aromatic, milk coffee as well as 
an elegant champagne, or a lightly peated whiskey. 

Davidoff: Signature Toro      $105 
Strength: 2.5   6 x 54   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

The largest format in the Signature series, the Davidoff Signature Toro delivers 
the perfect combination of complexity and balance. The additional tobaccos, 
typical of a cigar this size, provides a bold, stimulating taste. This is thanks to 
the San Vicente Visus tobacco, which adds pronounced notes of oak and cedar 
wood, creating a pleasingly complex cigar, allowing creamy, sweet, and citrus 
notes to surface. 



Montecristo Classic: #2 Torpedo     $70 
Strength: 2.5   6 x 52   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

This famous old Cuban brand began in 1935.  Now made in the Dominican, this 
extraordinary cigar is in its most legendary shape, the pyramid torpedo.  Soft in 
delivery,  flavors of leather and cedar. 

Davidoff: Grand Cru Robusto     $105 
Strength: 2.5   5 1/4 x 52 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

The Davidoff Grand Cru Robusto invites your taste buds to experience the 
true embodiment of Grand Cru flavors. Fresh spice notes, with light oak wood, 
nuts, and licorice notes in the aftertaste. Together with its sweetness, this cigar 
provides the aficionado with an intense, yet well balanced smoke, with a very 
creamy aroma and flavor in comparison to smaller formats in the series. Dav-
idoff Grand Cru cigars, with their bold spice and peppery notes pair exception-
ally well with Bordeaux wines with flavorful tannins. 

Davidoff: Grand Cru Toro      $116 
Strength: 2.5   6 x 54   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

The Davidoff Grand Cru Robusto invites your taste buds to experience the 
true embodiment of Grand Cru flavors. Fresh spice notes, with light oak wood, 
nuts, and licorice notes in the aftertaste. Together with its sweetness, this cigar 
provides the aficionado with an intense, yet well balanced smoke, with a very 
creamy aroma and flavor in comparison to smaller formats in the series. Dav-
idoff Grand Cru cigars, with their bold spice and peppery notes pair exception-
ally well with Bordeaux wines with flavorful tannins. 

MILD SELECTIONS 

Ashton Classic: Pyramid      $58 
Strength: 2.5   6 x 52   Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

Fuente makes this cigar using aged vintage tobaccos from Dominican farms.  
This exceptional cigar has been uniquely crafted to deliver exceptional quality 
and flavors. The torpedo shape is legendary. 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 



MILD SELECTIONS 

Macanudo: Vintage 2006      $50 
Strength: 2.5   5 ½ x 52 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade 

Macanudo Vintage 2006 utilizes an exemplary wrapper crop of Connecticut 
shade tobacco which was grown in 2006. Now, after years of proper aging, this 
gorgeous leaf is ready to take center stage. Vintage 2006 offers an elegant, mel-
lowto medium-bodied profile that’s layered with crisp, soft nuances and is very 
well-balanced. Each individual cigar comes complete with a commemorative 
metal band. 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 





MEDIUM BODY SELECTIONS 

Davidoff: Anniversario Double R Robusto   $170 
Strength: 3.5   7 1/4 x 50 Wrapper: Ecuador 

The generous length of the Davidoff Aniversario Double R allowed Davidoff 
Master Blenders to really indulge in their passion, creating an extremely 
harmonious, unconventional, and multi-layered blend, spanning four different 
tobacco harvests. The result achieves a sublime balance of leather and pepper. 

Davidoff: Anniversario #3 Tubo     $130 
Strength: 3.0   6 x 50   Wrapper: Ecuador 

Davidoff Aniversario No. 3 is perfect for any occasion that calls for a complex, 
intense full-flavor cigar. This elegant and harmonious blend takes on a richer 
and slightly spicier character, gently unfurling into an irresistibly creamy after-
taste with warm notes of leather, roasted nuts, and black pepper. 

Davidoff: Millenium Pyramides     $125 
Strength: 3.5   6 1/4 x 52 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

This elegant Piramide format creates a more intensified smoking experience as 
the cigar flavors slowly funnel during the draw. Featuring a very flavorful “151” 
wrapper which is dark and rich due to its maturity accentuates notes of wood, 
white pepper, licorice, caramel, spices, and chocolate. Together with its gener-
ous ring gauge, the cigar delivers a perfectly tailored medium to full bodied taste 
throughout.  Davidoff Millennium cigars with their notes of roasted coffee pairs 
exceptionally well with coffee, and rums with slight coffee and chocolate notes. 
A whiskey aged in a sherry oak pair nicely with these flavors as well. 

Davidoff: Millenium Robusto     $125 
Strength: 3.5   5 1/4 x 50 Wrapper: Connecticut Shade   

Ecuador 

Davidoff Aniversario No. 3 is perfect for any occasion that calls for a complex, 
intense full-flavor cigar. This elegant and harmonious blend takes on a richer 
and slightly spicier character, gently unfurling into an irresistibly creamy after-
taste with warm notes of leather, roasted nuts, and black pepper. 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 



Davidoff Millenium Lancero Edition 2023    $120 
Strength: 3.5   7 ¼ x 38 Wrapper: Ecuadorian 

Back in its day, “Millennium Blend Lancero” was the most popular format to 
fully enjoy the legendary hybrid 151 wrapper. However, it is also the most diffi-
cult act to pull off successfully. To marry a small ring gauge with such a generous 
length required a virtuoso performance from our rollers. 

Hemingway Signature Series: Corona Grande   $60 
Strength: 3.0   6 1/8 x 46 Wrapper: Cameroon 

Aficionados prize this truly remarkable cigar the world over.  Made by Arturo 
Fuente, this very rich yet mild bodied cigar is made with the famous Cameroon 
wrapper, with an extra 140 days of natural aging.  With its exquisite construc-
tion, this flavorful cigar has almost sweet undertones and a rich aroma. 

Hemingway Short Story: Perfecto Robusto MADURO $59 
Strength: 3.5   4 1/8 x 48 Wrapper: Cameroon 

The rarest of Hemingway lines, the Maduro Short Story, is a prize. This truly 
remarkable cigar the world over.  Made by Arturo Fuente, this very rich medium 
bodied cigar is made with the famous Cameroon wrapper, as a Maduro.  With 
its exquisite construction, this flavorful cigar has almost sweet undertones and 
a rich aroma. 

MEDIUM BODY SELECTIONS 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Hemingway Short Story: Perfecto Robusto   $49 
Strength: 3.0   4 1/8 x 48 Wrapper: Cameroon 

Aficionados prize this truly remarkable cigar the world over.  Made by Arturo 
Fuente, this very rich yet mild bodied cigar is made with the famous Cameroon 
wrapper, with an extra 140 days of natural aging.  With its exquisite construc-
tion, this flavorful cigar has almost sweet undertones and a rich aroma. 



Hemingway In Between the Lines Perfecto Robusto $69 
Strength: 3.0   4 1/8 x 48 Wrapper: Cameroon 

Aficionados rage over this unique Barber Poll style cigar, the only one in the 
Hemingway Line. Issued only once a year.  This blend offers the same core for-
mula that has made the core Hemingway line so popular: aged Dominican long 
filler with a genuine Cameroon wrapper. Spicy, woody, and always interesting, 
with the inclusion of a swirl of Connecticut broadleaf Maduro right down the 
wrapper, we get an even more nuanced flavor, with an earthy and sweet dimen-
sion added. 

La Aurora Preferidos: Ruby Pot Bellied Robusto   $76 
Strength: 3.5   6 x 52   Wrapper: Connecticut Broad   

Maduro 

A celebration of grandson to grandfather, Guillermo Jimenes has developed 
this cigar in the tradition of his grandfather’s favorite smoke from 1903. This 
extremely difficult shape is wrapped with 8-year-old vintage Connecticut 
Broadleaf Maduro.  Rich tones, bold fruit and deep flavors mark this cigar. 

Macanudo: Maduro Vintage 1997     $58 
Strength: 3.5   5 ½ x 52 Wrapper: Connecticut   

Broadleaf 

Harvested from one of the Connecticut River Valley’s most coveted crop years, 
the Macanudo Vintage Maduro 1997 cigar collection boasts a 26-year-old Con-
necticut Broadleaf maduro wrapper that looks just as elegant as it tastes. This 
rare Macanudo cigar has a strikingly dark color and inherently fragrant taste 
that connoisseurs crave. The bold, oily wrapper holds carefully blended Do-
minican and Mexican long fillers with a subtle spice that’s seamlessly balanced 
by a touch of unforgettable sweetness. 

MEDIUM BODY SELECTIONS 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 



FULL AND RIC H BODY SELEC TIONS 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Winston Churchill by Davidoff: Churchill    $105 
Strength: 4.0   6 7/8 x 47 Wrapper: Ecuador 

The Churchill format was named after Sir Winston Churchill, as it was his fa-
vorite format to enjoy. The cigar is impressive and complex, with its elegant size 
and sophisticated rich flavors from a multi-origin blend creating balanced notes 
of chocolate, wood, and spice. The slightly sweet notes of cedar in the Davidoff 
Winston Churchill.  The Original Series pairs exceptionally well with whiskey 
such as Glenmorangie or Macallan Amber. 

Winston Churchill by Davidoff: Robusto    $90 
Strength: 4.0   5 1/4 x 52 Wrapper: Ecuador 

Experience the Davidoff Winston Churchill Robusto with its harmonized 
flavors of leather, cream, spice, and dark coffee from tobaccos harvested from 
the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, and Mexico, coupled with the oily, silky 
wrapper from Ecuador, achieves a perfect balance of complexity and strength. 
The slightly sweet notes of cedar in the Davidoff Winston Churchill pairs ex-
ceptionally well with whiskey such as Glenmorangie or Macallan Amber. 

Winston Churchill Late Hour by Davidoff Robusto $105 
Strength: 4.0   5 x 52   Wrapper: Ecuador 

The Late Hour Series reflects the darkness during which Sir Winston was at his 
most creative. Davidoff has selected an oily Ecuadorian wrapper in a beautiful 
dark chocolate color, introducing the first blend featuring tobacco aged in the 
finest Scotch single malt whisky casks. This Robusto format provides intensi-
fied flavors of wood, spice, coffee, dark chocolate, dark fruit, and vintage leather, 
creating bold palate stimulation and a rich aroma. 



Winston Churchill Late Hour by Davidoff Churchill $115 
Strength: 4.0   7 x 48   Wrapper: Ecuador 

The Late Hour Series reflects the darkness during which Sir Winston was at his 
most creative. Davidoff has selected an oily Ecuadorian wrapper in a beautiful 
dark chocolate color, introducing the first blend featuring tobacco aged in the 
finest Scotch single malt whisky casks. This Robusto format provides intensi-
fied flavors of wood, spice, coffee, dark chocolate, dark fruit, and vintage leather, 
creating bold palate stimulation and a rich aroma. 

FULL AND RIC H BODY SELEC TIONS 

Cohiba: Riviera Toro       $105 
Strength:4   6 ½ x 52 Wrapper: San Andrés Maduro 

This is an exquisite cigar which enters new territory for the brand. Riviera is 
the only box-pressed offering in our collection, as well as the only to feature a 
San Andrés wrapper. Featuring a medium-bodied, three country blend, Cohiba 
Riviera is a unique expression, ideal for those wanting to experience a new view 
of luxury. 

Cohiba: Macassar Toro Grande     $125 
Strength: 4   6 x 54   Wrapper: Connecticut   

Habano 

The artisans of Cohiba selected only the finest leaves that meet the highest 
standards of taste and aesthetics for Cohiba Macassar. This super-premium 
expression is made solely of proprietary tobaccos, each aged for more than four 
years in Dominican rum barrels, refining their flavor to exquisitely nuanced 
notes of wood and spice. 

Cohiba: Weller’s Toro      $133 
Strength: 4   6 x 50   Wrapper: Ecuadoran 

Sumatran 

Weller by Cohiba Cigars features an Ecuadorian Sumatra-seed wrapper over 
a Connecticut Broadleaf binder with Nicaraguan, Honduran and Dominican 
Piloto Cubano fillers. This is a full-bodied Cigar and produced in collaboration 
with the Weller Bourbon company which is a smooth bourbon with about 12 
years of age on it. Weller by Cohiba Cigars offer tasty notes of earthiness, spices 
with a sweet profile. 



FULL AND RIC H BODY SELEC TIONS 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Cohiba: Serie M       $108 
Strength: 4   6 x 52    Wrapper: Nicaraguan   

Corojo 

The Serie M is a collaboration between General Cigar Co. and famed cigar 
maker El Titan de Bronze, which is in the historic Little Havana neighborhood 
of Miami, FL. The cigar features a double binder, a closed foot, and a triple cap 
that is finished off with a fantail for a very Cubanesque look. Only 4,000 boxes 
of 10 cigars are made per year. 

Cohiba: Royale Toro       $120 
Strength: 4.5   6 x 50    Wrapper: Maduro   

Jalapa Nicaragua 

A celebration of grandson to grandfather, Guillermo Jimenes has developed 
this cigar in the tradition of his grandfather’s favorite smoke from 1903. This 
extremely difficult shape is wrapped with 8-year-old vintage Connecticut 
Broadleaf Maduro.  Rich tones, bold fruit and deep flavors mark this cigar. 

Padron: Anniversario 1926 Maduro     $104 
80TH Anniversary Edition       
Strength: 4.5   6 ¾ x 54 Perfecto Wrapper: Nicaragua 

Handmade in the beautiful country of Nicaragua and given a 96-rating, Pa-
dron Serie 1926 80th Anniversary Maduro Perfecto (6 3/4 x 52) is a dark, bold, 
full-bodied cigar that employs only tobaccos aged for five full years. These re-
fined tobaccos are blended and surrounded by a dark, delicious, sweet Maduro 
wrapper that’s been aged for 5 years, and delivers an exciting smoke to create 
exceptional smoothness, complexity, and balance. Such an amazing and fine 
cigar like this bold beauty deserves to be enjoyed by those experienced aficiona-
dos while they sip on a dark lager or single malt scotch. 



FULL AND RIC H BODY SELEC TIONS 

Strength Scale:    1 = Mild     3 = Medium     5 = Full 

Liga Privada: #9       $88 
Strength: 4.5   6 x 50   Wrapper: Black Oscuro Puros 

The wrapper alone will make your mouth water...a jet-black oscuro leaf that’s 
toothy, oily, and rich.  Underneath, aged long-fillers from seven different farms 
unite, creating a bold and complex bouquet. However, an extra year’s worth of 
aging has morphed this tasty creature into a rich, meaty smoke with various 
notes of toast, coffee, and chocolate into a smooth, satisfying experience. This is 
a full-bodied but silky cigar from start to finish.  

Diamond Crown: Julius Caeser     $75 
Strength:4   6 x 52 Wrapper: Ecuadorian Havana 

This amazing smoke might just blow your doors off!  Made to celebrate 100 
years of cigar making by the Stanford Neuman family, this Fuente made cigar 
is ridiculously difficult to find.  Only 80,000 were made in 2013!  Very bold 
sun grown wrapper with the Opus blend of filler plus a little other unknown 
country, has made this cigar more flavorful than the original Diamond Crown 
Maximus. 

Padron Anniversario 1964: Exclusivo    $58 
Strength: 4   5 ½ x 50 Wrapper: Nicaragua 

The history behind this cigar is synonymous with the escape of tyranny and the 
onslaught of Communism in Cuba.  Jose Padron fled Cuba at the pinnacle of the 
evolution and landed in his adopted home of Nicaragua.  It was there that the 
first crops of his famous brand would create his signature vintage line in 1964. 
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